


Plan of this talk

To introduce a simple and universal parameter, which is useful in 

characterizing complicated and diverse protein conformations.
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Introduction
Proteins assume specified conformations from their chemical compositions or sequences to 
develop biological activity and functional specificity.

7 Classes of Proteins: proteins outside cells (I), proteins on membranes (II), proteins for transport and storage (III), 
proteins acting as chemical factories (IV), proteins working with DNA (V), proteins for building new proteins (VI), and 
proteins for building organizations (beams and girders) (VII).  (Protein Data Bank, http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/index.html)
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Protein data bank
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Ramachandran plot

-strand: -helix: 

◼ The Ramachandran plot is a practical criterion for improving the quality of NMR or crystallographic 
protein structures.

◼ However, correct torsion angle distributions do not imply the validity of 3D structures.

http://mod.life.nthu.edu.tw/protein/PTRC/Teaching/Protein/rp.htm G. Ramachandran, C. Venkatachalam, and S. Krimm, Biophys. J. 6, 849-872 (1966).

The main chain N-Cα and Cα-C bonds are relatively free to rotate, and can be respectively represented by two 
torsion angles  and . These angles can only appear in certain combinations due to steric hindrances, which 
define the allowed regions of the torsion angles for secondary structures in the plot
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Criteria for 3D structures

◼ Liang and Dill  have reported that the protein packing is heterogeneous, and in terms 

of packing density, protein molecules may be either well-packed or loosely packed. 

(J. Liang and K. A. Dill, Biophys. J. 81, 751 (2001). )

◼ Zhang et al.  showed that the packing density of single domain proteins decreases with 

chain length, which shares a generic feature of random polymers satisfying loose 

constraint in compactness. 

(J. Zhang, et al., J. Chem. Phys. 118, 6102 (2003).)

◼ Protein packing density is not a universal parameter!

◼ Question: Is there a universal parameter for protein conformations?
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ARVO, CAVE, ARVO-CL, CAVE-CL packages

Comp. Phys. Comm. 165, 59-96 (2005). J  Comp. Chem. 30, 346-357 (2009);

Comp. Phys. Comm. 181, 2116-2125 (2010).

Comp. Phys. Comm. 183, 2494-2497 (2012). Comp. Phys. Comm. 190, 224-227 (2015). 

These packages are designed to calculate the solvent accessible surface area and volume of 
overlapping spheres via analytic equations.
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ARVO

14-residue peptide rgkwtyngityegr

Input file is obtained from the PDB code 1j4m.pdb

The screen output after the command: "mpirun -np 8 parvo" reads as:

Processor 6  results: V:   138.191267 A:   170.402091
Processor 7  results: V:   139.91866   A:   165.475971
Processor 0  results: V:   127.595148 A:   169.080939
Processor 1  results: V:   115.924238 A:   171.063623
Processor 5  results: V:   111.994168 A:   176.278727
Processor 4  results: V:   140.388721 A:   183.673615
Processor 2  results: V:   157.553423 A:   173.478737
Processor 3  results: V:   110.807138 A:   151.68257

Volume: 1042.37276  Area: 1361.13627   Spheres num:  121

ARVO can calculate solvent inaccessible volume and solvent accessible surface 
area in a very accurate way.
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CAVE
CAVE can detect the cavities in a molecule and calculate solvent inaccessible volume 
and solvent accessible surface area.

The probe radius 1.20000005

The protein name 2ptn

Total number of atoms: 1629 allocated: 20000

Rashin set

Total number of neighbors: 62054

Neighbors total: 62054 allocated: 2000000

Maximum: 66 allocated: 200

Number of the preliminary triangles: 2236

Number of vertices: 2278

2197 active triangles before lugs cutting. After lugs cutting: 2197

1. south: 1443 1444 1453

340 internal points

Clusters: 26 Re ation : 11

1. segment conta s 17 vities.

11 triangles were d leted from the list IT.

326 internal triangles were deleted from the list IT.

340 internal triangles vertices!

1. segment contains cavity!

Triangles number after 1. segment: 0

Number of s gments:

Total: 1 Deleted: 0 Cavity enveloping: 1

1. ca ity segment contains 340 triangles.

To al n mber of cavities is 17.

Total number of triangles is 340.

Total number of spheres is 203.

Number of atoms: 1629

There exists cavity!

Inaccessible volume: 37436.2361

Accessible surface area: 9315.41184

Cavities volume: 32.4669432

Surface area of cavities: 181.732348

1. boundary volume: 563.196503

1. boundary surface area: 389.741749

1. cavity volume: 0.0590741273

1. cavity surface area: 1.10512934

2. boundary volume: 515.125257

2. boundary surface area: 375.817426

2. cavity volume: 0.00464992906

2. cavity surface area: 0.194346908

...

16. boundary volume: 1628.63036

16. boundary surface area: 862.982504

16. cavity volume: 6.12086952

16. cavity surface area: 36.522405

17. boundary volume: 614.397572

17. boundary surface area: 423.464562

17. cavity volume: 0.0684193718

17. cavity surface area: 1.43204525

STOP End statement executed
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Proteins with multiple chains

◼ R = 0.491 holds for proteins with multiple chains or complexes. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/protein-function-373550M
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Thanks for your attention.
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